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it was often claimed that the workers
would enter a trance-like state during the
boiling period. it was said that a sugar
plantation could be run on a man's own
thoughts alone. however, this could only
take place if the workers remained 'in
their right minds' which of course was
against the strict rules of slavery.
although a worker was paid for his time,
no allowances were made for those who
fell under the influence of the boiling
period, and as a result the issue of
alcoholism was the problem which
ensured a lax attitude towards rules.
people in the first and second gangs were
known to drink heavily on their break -
but the drinking led to arguments
between the two groups, for if the slaves
did not agree to work hard they would be
severely punished. once the 'drunken'
time was over, those slaves who still had
the strength to work would go and rest in
the workers' quarters. the workers were
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housed in the workers' quarters, where
they were divided into groups of 6 to 8
men and were overseen by a plantation
foreman. each slave had a job to perform,
and nobody was allowed to change their
job without approval. the slaves also had
the freedom to roam around their
quarters during the evenings and at
night. if they were caught after a certain
hour the plantation foreman would come
and fine them, at which point they had to
work all day on a sunday or pay a fine of
ten lashes on the plantation's back, or
four days at the sugar mill. however, at
any time if one of the workers so much as
looked at a woman in the same group,
then the entire group would be punished.
the punishments were often sent to the
caribbean islands.
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the boiler then passed the final test. one
long batch of condensed sugar juice in

this copper vat was filled to the brim. now
it is known that the boiler would not allow

any more sugar juice into the vat than
there was capacity. he did not want to go
back and pick more sugar juice if it had
gone bad. the boiler tested the sugar

juice by peering into the vat. if it was not
filled up to the brim, he warned of the

result. if it was at capacity and he tested
it, he gave a satisfied nod. the boiler

passed the test as the sugar juice filled
only half the copper bowl. the sugar juice

was then ladled into the boiling vat,
where it boiled into the copper bowl, and
the boiling process began all over again.
at the working end of the sugar mill, the
gristmillers and millers made the sugar.

the gristmillers, women and men, crushed
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the cane and ground it into a fine grind.
they then carried these grounds to the

three large stone mills, which ground the
crushed cane into a finer grind. these

stones were then transferred to the four
crushing mills, where they broke the
sugar into two pounds of sugar. the

gristmillers also made sugar by hand.
their shovels (middles) were the size of a
man’s forearm and the chisels (rimmers)

they used were about 10-15 cm long.
when they had finished crushing the cane
they would carry their shovels and chisels
to the milling process. the sugarcane was

loaded into the wood frame of the mill
until the mill got heavy enough to bind
itself shut. the gristmillers would then
stand on the milling floor and use their

chisels to remove the seed cane from the
sugar cane. they would then remove the

seed cane. 5ec8ef588b
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